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  The most favorite holiday among the citizens of Russia is New
Year. It is associated with long weekends, fun, decorating New Year
trees and the smell of tangerines, fireworks and much more. New
Year is a particularly magical holiday for each of us.

TWO COUNTRIES – ONE
HOLIDAY

  Here are some features of the Russian New Year:

1. “The Irony of Fate”

  Russian New Year is not complete without
family and friends getting together to
watch the extremely popular Russian
movie “The Irony of Fate.” Serve some tasty
foods while watching the movie, and don’t
forget the classic Russian New Year’s dish,
the Olivier salad!

2. Food

 Food is a very important aspect when
celebrating the New Year in Russia. Tables will
break under the huge amount of amazing and
delicious dishes. The main dish on New Year's
Eve is the Olivier salad, «Seledka pod shuboy»
salad (which is made of beetroot, eggs,
potatoes, carrots, onions and mayo), jellied
meat and cabbage rolls, and of course
champagne as a drink.

3. Ded Moroz and Snegurochka

 The two most important fairy-tale characters
associated with New Year in Russia are, for
sure, Grandfather Frost (or Santa Claus) and
Snow Maiden (Snegurochka). 

   Grandfather Frost is an old man with a beard
in a red or blue suit, with a magical stick and a
large bag of gifts for children who behaved
well throughout the year and wrote letters to
Grandfather Frost. As for the Snow Maiden,
everything went smoothly and magically with
her. the character was invented by the famous
Russian writer Alexander Ostrovsky in 1873.
The girl fashioned from snow was the daughter
of Spring and Frost. 

4. Traditions 

 A common New Year’s expression is “The way
you spend New Year’s Eve is the same way
you’ll spend the rest of the year”. That’s why it’s
so important that the last day of the year has to
be free from worries and arguments. You
should forgive people, pay off your debts and
clean the house to start the new year happy
and clean. 

5. A midnight date with Putin

 Mostly all Russians around the world tune in to
hear the Russian president offer his wishes for
the upcoming year. Once he finishes, the clock
tower on Red Square chimes, fireworks burst
into the air and the New Year officially begins. 
So, we reminisced the most important moments
of the New Year celebration in Russia.



  So, we reminisced the most important moments of the
New Year celebration in Russia.
And how do our “neighbors” from other countries
celebrate this holiday? 

Let's learn more about Chinese New Year traditions:

1. The day of celebration

  In China, there is no exact date for the
beginning of the new year and every year is
celebrated on different days. Also, the Chinese
New Year is often informally called the “Lunar
new Year”, because its date is determined and
based on the lunar phases. And as the Chinese
New Year is calculated using the lunar
calendar, its celebration falls every time on
different dates in the period from January 21
to February 21. The duration of the Chinese
New Year is the same as the Russian New Year
holidays and it lasts for 15 days! During this
time, working life in China freezes; Chinese
residents have fun, relax and celebrate the
holiday with their family.

2. The main color – red

  Red is a traditional holiday color in China. On
New Year's Eve people decorate their houses
with garlands and lanterns made of red paper;
the Tree of Light – an analogue of a Christmas
tree – is decorated with flowers. In some
provinces, a red scroll with the image of the
hieroglyph “Fu”, meaning happiness, is hung
on the door. Children and the elderly are given
money in red envelopes.

3. “The spring migration”

  The most important component of the New
Year in China is family reunification. Everyone
should come home for the New Year's Eve
dinner. Therefore, during the last days before
the holiday, crowds of people who want to
visit parents for the holidays gather in public
transport. Thousands of tickets are sold per
second and there are real battles to get them.
This phenomenon is called “The spring
migration”.

4. And what about meat dumplings?

  As it turns out, there is a love for meat
dumplings in China. But they are called jiaozi
there, and this is a favorite food of the Chinese
during the holidays. According to the Chinese
tradition, if there are lots of meat dumplings
on the table, then you will be lucky in the New
Year. Therefore, meat dumplings are an
inseparable attribute of the festive table and
their joint cooking is a good tradition. For
many Chinese, it`s a symbol of happiness and
harmony in the family, as well as the unity of
all its members. An interesting tradition is to
put a coin in one of the dumplings, and the one
who gets it will be very happy during the
whole year.

5. Traditions

 Unlike Russia, it is forbidden to clean and
wash in China for the New Year, not to wash
away good luck. However, the Chinese still
have one day before the holiday to clean their
houses and to wash up.

 Chinese New Year

by Pilipenko A. and Shaverskaya D.



 "The Artifact" offers you "Top 4 books about
courage and heroism" that will definitely not
leave you indifferent.

Grigory Baklanov "Forever - nineteen"

  A poignant story about four young men and
women who lost each other forever in a
whirlwind of war. They had everything -
friendship and first love, the strength of youth and
courage, real and sincere feelings.
  This is a story about yesterday's schoolchildren,
who involuntarily had to become defenders of
their homeland and sacrifice their happiness.
What they were - the young heroes of the Great
War, you will find out by reading this book.

Boris Vasiliev "Not on the list"

 Another immortal story from Boris Vasiliev, and
this time it is about those courageous people who
took the first fire of the war - the defenders of the
Brest Fortress. They were the first to die under
shelling, to be captured or to lose family and
friends. This is the story of all those nameless
soldiers of the Great War who fell immortal
heroes whose names cannot be found on the lists...

Boris Vasiliev "The Dawns Here Are Quiet..."

  Perhaps everyone knows this story about five
anti-aircraft gunners who died in the forests
surrounded by the Germans. One of them loved
poetry, the other believed in love, the third was
brought up in an orphanage ... But they all wanted
one thing - to live. It's easy to live, especially since
the sky above your head is so bright, and they are
young and beautiful, and their whole life is just
beginning.
  "- There is no mother. There is a war, there are
Germans, I am, foreman Vaskov. But there is no
mother. Those who survive the war will have
mothers ..."

Boris Polevoy "The Tale of a Real Man"

  The book tells about the life of a young pilot
Alexei Maresiy (in the book, his surname is
changed to Meresiy), to whom doctors, due to a
serious illness, were forced to amputate both legs.
But Alexei did not give up, courageously he
learned to walk and even dance on prostheses,
overcoming excruciating pain and stress, he
nevertheless returned to the ranks of his
comrades. There is also love in this book - the
beloved girl Olya courageously waited for the guy
from the war...

 97 years ago, they began to celebrate February 23 in
Soviet Russia, the anniversary of the creation of the Red
Army. The modern Defender of the Fatherland Day has
gone quite far from the harsh romance of the post-
revolutionary years - now it is perceived as a "day of men",
defenders in the broadest sense of the word. 

TOP 4 BOOKS ABOUT COURAGE AND
HEROISM DEVTED TO THE DEFENDER

OF THE FATHERLAND DAY

  This holiday is not just a beautiful date on the calendar, but a tribute to the memory and respect for all
those who have defended and will continue to defend our country. Everyone should protect it - at least by
reading such books and understanding the history of the great feat.

by Samigullina S.



Tishina Natalya

Zinova Yana
Fairuzova Valeria

 We hasten to congratulate all
winners of the annual contests “Best
Essay Competition” and “Best
Translation Competition”. These
people have shown themselves
properly in such a hard mission. Keep
it up!

BEST OF THE BEST!

BEST TRANSLATION
COMPETITION WINNERS

2023

YEAR I
 

  I place
   

  II place
   

  III place
   
  

Cherepanova Alexandra

Chikurova Karina
Fazylova Kamila

Minigalieva Milena
Isroilova Elza

YEAR II
 

  I place
   

  II place
   

  III place
   
  

Davletshin Aivar

Shamanina Valeria
Isaeva Elina

Mindiyarova Vera
Khusainova Eliza
Khomitskaya Anastasia

YEAR III
 

  I place
   

  II place
   

  III place
   
  

Shaverskaya Darya
Zainitdinova Tanya

Medvedeva Yelena

Khalikova Regina
Mukhamatdinova Sofia

YEAR V 
  I place

   
  II place

   
  III place

   
  

Ishmuratov Maxim

BEST ESSAY
COMPETITION WINNERS

2023

YEAR I
 

  I place
   

  II place
   

  III place
   
  

Ivanova Maria
Salieva Ksenia
 Yansubaev Gleb
Syrbu Polina
Minigalieva Milena

Cherepanova Alexandra
Abdullin Kamil
Apkanieva Victoria
Ponomarev Ivan 

YEAR II

YEAR III

 
  I place

   
  II place

   
  III place

   
  

 
  I place

   
  II place

   
  III place

   
  

Shamanina Valeria
Fazylov Ainur

Mufazzalova Elina
Davletshin Aivar

Mindiyarova Vera
Khomitskaya Anastasia

YEAR V 
  I place

   
  II place

   
  III place

   
  

Galieva Ilnura
Shaverskaya Darya

Zainitdinova Tatyana
Pilipenko Angelina

Rashitova Irina
Khusnutdinova Dina
Nikolaeva Ksenia

Shirokova Anastasia
Vasilyeva Oksana

Zinova Yana
Fairuzova Valeria

Mamalimova Ailina
Ishmuratov Maxim

BASHKIR-ENGLISH GROUP, YEAR III
 

  I место
   

  II место
   

  III место
   
  

Minikhanova Ilgizya
Shaimukhametov Timur

Gilimshina Railya

Khamatshina Alsu



  Со звонком на урок миссис Дрю подошла ко мне и предложила вкратце
рассказать о процедуре регистрации, сборе денег на обед и других
обязанностях, ожидаемых от меня. Поэтому я провел вторую половину дня в
ее классе, наблюдая и восхищаясь, как умело она сочетала терпение с
твердостью, порядок с бурлящей активностью. Молодежь была занята
различными заданиями в малых группах, приводившими к постоянному шуму и
гулу, которые я находил несколько раздражающими. Я спросил миссис Дрю
о ее реакции на это, и она ответила, что не против; пока они были заняты,
они учились, даже если все казалось довольно хаотичным; вырастая, они
увидят необходимость в большем внимании и тишине.

  Я оставался с ней до тех пор, пока не прозвенел звонок об окончании
учебного дня. Возвращаясь домой в тот вечер, я почувствовал вскипание
моей души, оно нарастало, пока мне не захотелось громко и беспричинно
крикнуть. Школа, дети, Уэстон, грязная, кишащая мухами улица, по которой я
спешил – ничто из этого не умаляло чудесного ощущения трудовой
занятости. Наконец-то у меня была работа, и хотя она обещала полностью
испытать мои способности, она предоставила мне возможность –
замечательное слово – работать в условиях достойного равенства в
устоявшейся профессии.

  Сегодня я был учителем, принятым на работу. Правда, я был учителем
неопытным, но это тоже могло стать преимуществом. Я научусь, клянусь
Богом, я научусь. Ничто не остановит меня. Миссис Дрю справилась, миссис
Дейл-Эванс справилась, мисс Клинтридж справилась, так что я тоже лопну,
но справлюсь. Четыре года назад я бы даже не подумал, что это возможно.
Я не стал учителем по призванию; мое решение не было обдумано в интересах
молодого поколения или распространения планового образования. Это было
решение, принятое из-за большой потребности в еде; это было решение,
вызванное чередой несчастных событий, что начались примерно через неделю
после моей демобилизации из Королевских Военно-Воздушных сил в 1945
году.

  As you know, 2023 year is the Year of Teacher and Mentor,
that’s why contests’ texts were dedicated to this topic. Let’s enjoy
some wonderful works of our talented students!

Учителю, с любовью

 The translation of Davletshin Aivar, Group 23
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by Galieva K.



  Как только прозвенел звонок на урок, миссис Дрю подошла ко мне и
предложила кратко ознакомить меня с процессом регистрации, сбором денег
на обеды и прочими обязанностями, которых от меня ожидали. Я провел
день в ее классе, наблюдая и восхищаясь тем, как умело она сочетала
спокойствие и твердость, порядок с бурлящей деятельностью. Дети
выполняли различные задания в небольших группах, от чего в комнате стоял
гул, который показался мне раздражающим. Я спросил миссис Дрю о том,
почему она не обращает на это внимание, на что она ответила, что совсем не
против этого; до тех пор, пока они были заняты, они учились, даже если
это казалось хаотичным; как только они будут становиться старше, они
поймут, что им необходима концентрация и тишина.

  Я остался вместе с миссис Дрю до последнего звонка. По дороге домой тем
вечером я чувствовал, как кипит мое нутро, настолько, что хотелось
закричать что есть мочи. Школа, дети, Уэстон, кишащая мухами грязная
улица, по которой я спешно шел, ничто не могло умалить то прекрасное
чувство, когда ты принят на работу. Спустя долгое время у меня, наконец,
появилась работа, и, хотя она предполагала, что мне придется использовать
мои способности на полную, она давала мне возможность – какое
прекрасное слово – работать в условиях достойного равенства в устоявшейся
профессии.

 Сегодня я был учителем, официально трудоустроенным. Правда, еще
неумелым, но это может быть моим преимуществом. Я научусь, клянусь
Богом, я научусь. Ничто не остановит меня. Миссис Дрю справилась, миссис
Дэйл-Эванс справилась, мисс Клинтридж справилась, и я тоже справлюсь или
лопну. Четыре года назад я бы даже не думал об этом. Я не стал учителем по
призванию, это не было взвешенным решением в интересах молодых людей
или расширения планового образования. На это решение меня натолкнула
потребность в пище, я принял это решение из-за череды неприятных событий,
которые начались через неделю после демобилизации из Королевских
Военно-Воздушных сил в 1945 году.

Учителю, с любовью

The translation of Zainitdinova Tanya, Group 33
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 Когда прозвенел звонок на урок, миссис Дрю подошла ко мне и вкратце
рассказала о ведении журнала, сборе денег на обед и подобных обязанностях,
которые я должен был выполнять. Я провел весь день в ее классе, наблюдая
и восхищаясь тем, как искусно ей удается сочетать терпение с твердостью,
порядок с бурлящей деятельностью. Ученики, разбившись на маленькие
группы, выполняли разные задания, тем самым создавая постоянный шум и
гам, которые я принимал за нечто раздражительное. Я спросил миссис Дрю,
как она к этому относится, и она ответила, что не обращает на это внимания.
Пока дети заняты делом, они учатся, даже если это похоже на беспорядок.
Когда они подрастут, они поймут, что лучше работать в тишине,
сосредоточившись.

  Я был с ней до того момента, пока не прозвенел последний звонок и уроки
закончились. По дороге домой в тот вечер я чувствовал, как вскипал мой
дух. Мне хотелось кричать во все горло. Школа, дети, Уэстон, убогая,
грязная, кишащая мухами улица, по которой я спешил, все это не могло
затмить моего счастья по поводу работы. Наконец-то у меня появилась
работа, и пускай мне придется подвергнуть испытанию свои способности,
теперь у меня была возможность – какое прекрасное слово! – работать на
равных среди равных на благо авторитетной профессии.

 С сегодняшнего дня я – учитель, у меня есть работа. Конечно, я еще
неопытный новичок, но в этом даже есть некое преимущество. Я буду
учиться, клянусь Богом, буду. Ничто меня не остановит. Миссис Дрю
справляется, миссис Дейл-Эванс справляется, мисс Клинтридж справляется,
значит, справлюсь и я или лопну. Четыре года назад я и представить себе не
мог, что такое возможно. Я не чувствовал никакого призвания к этой
профессии. Мной не руководили интересы молодого поколения или же
расширение системы образования. Это решение было вызвано очень простой
причиной – я хотел есть. Это решение было связано с чередой несчастливых
событий, которые начались примерно неделю спустя, после моей
демобилизации из Королевских Военно-воздушных Сил в 1945 году.

Учителю, с любовью

The translation of Shaverskaya Darya, Group 33
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   While studying at school each of us has an ideal teacher. I’m not an
exception. 

  I cannot say that this ideal was formed immediately. It took me a long time to
decide what a teacher should be. Every year my evaluation criteria changed. At
first, I thought that the teacher should be kind and not give bad grades. But the
older I got the more my outlook on life in general and on the teacher in
particular changed and expanded. When I was a teenager, I began to understand
that a good teacher isn’t the one who doesn’t give bad grades but a person who
makes a lot of effort to convey his/her knowledge to students. He/she must be
fair and understanding. A teacher shouldn’t allow themselves to take it out on
students if he/she is in a bad mood. One of the main qualities of a teacher
which should be present is an open mind towards students. He/she should not
lower grades if he/she did not like something in the child thee teach. One can
endlessly enumerate the qualities that should be inherent in a teacher. I think it is
impossible to have all these qualities. At the same time, every teacher should
strive for self-development and self-improvement. Therefore, for me, the best
teacher is a person who sincerely loves their work and the children they teach,
he/she isn’t afraid of difficulties and boldly overcomes them becoming only
strong and more responsible.
 
  In conclusion, I would like to say that the ideal of a teacher can be different. I
have my own ideal and given that in the future I want to become a teacher, I will
strive for this ideal. Perhaps the criteria will change but at the same time I will
still strive for it.

I THINK THE BEST TEACHER IS…

The essay of Shamanina Valeria, Group 23
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   Honestly, I didn’t know what to choose at first. Nevertheless, I decided to write
about my family’s dynasty of teachers. I consider that to be a continuation of the
dynasty is a very responsible decision as to be a teacher isn’t only to give knowledge
to children but also to teach them to be a decent person.

  As for my dynasty, it includes my grandmother, mother and me. My grandma was a
primary school teacher and it was her dream job but now she’s retired. However, she
often recalls and tells of the years of her work with warmth. To be honest, she was
considered to be a strict and fair teacher but her students are still grateful to her as
not everyone can cope with children and teach them to be disciplined.
 
  As for my mum, she had been looking for her purpose in life for a very long time
and at the age of 21 she decided to be a teacher of chemistry and biology. Her dream
came true. Now she works at our local school. To be honest, most of her day is
spent there as she also teaches history and society. Her pupils adore her since she
always prepares fascinating tasks and lessons. When we walk together, her graduates
come up to hug and thank her for everything she did for them at school. Her
colleagues say that she is a person of genius.

  And now it’s my turn to continue the dynasty. To tell the truth, I had 2 choices: to
become a teacher of foreign languages or try to do my best and become an
interpreter. Of course, the second variant was my dream but my luck just ran out. I
was sorrowful but I decided to never give up. Now, I’m glad to study at the university
to become a good teacher. There are many splendid professors who teach us
important things and spend a lot of time and effort on us so that we understand
everything in a particular work or task. We also try to show our skills and
knowledge. Now I understand that I do want to be a teacher of English and French. I
never imagined that I would be a continuation of my family’s dynasty.

  To sum up, I’d like to write that I’ll do my best and practice to become a superior
teacher as, everyone knows, practice makes perfect.

I’M GOING TO CONTINUE MY FAMILY’S DYNASTY OF TEACHERS

The essay of Galieva Ilnura, Group 33
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  Teaching… How much this word means. It is not just a professor, it is much more. I
actually understand the value that cannot be overestimated as my family is a dynasty
of teachers. Many of them have devoted and continue to devote their lives to this
occupation.

  My great-great grandfather, Salikai Shamratovich Shamratov, was the first primary
school teacher in his village and loved his job very much. His son, my great-
grandfather Ganil also graduated from a pedagogical college and had been working as
a teacher and director for many years of my life. My grandfather followed his father’s
example.

  My grandmother, Elena Yansybaevna, had been working as a teacher for 35 years and
still remembers the best years of her work at school with warmth and often tells me
about them, making me full of admiration. Her students are very grateful to her for
her work.

  Knowing the history of my family and listening to stories by my relatives about this
great occupation of teaching, I dream of becoming the successor of my family’s
dynasty of teachers and a really good and decent teacher. I want to follow the
example of my family and try to keep this noble tradition. Like my relatives, I want to
convey to my future students the love of learning, to be not just a teacher giving
them knowledge, but also a mentor, strengthening their moral foundation and
educating them in order to make them a good future generation.
In conclusion, I’d like to say that teaching is actually a vocation. Not every person
can become a teacher. He or she should have a sincere desire to give children, in
addition to knowledge, his or her soul, warmth and care. I am very proud of my
family - a dynasty of teachers, and I will try to become the same worthy master of
my art.

I’M GOING TO CONTINUE MY FAMILY’S DYNASTY OF TEACHERS

The essay of Vasilyeva Oksana, Group 53
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 SO, WHAT CAN YOU DO THIS SPRING
TO MAKE IT UNFORGETTABLE AND
CHANGE YOUR LIFE? 

  Spring – is a beautiful time that brings us joy and light. We begin to
feel better, inspiration catches up with us, and life is transformed.  

SPRING

Make a list of goals and go
for them!

by Nikolaeva K.

 Below is a list of important things to do during this
wonderful period of time.

Eat ice cream while sitting
on a bench in the park!

Find a new hobby!

Start studying
psychology! 

Find your style! 

Read new books!

Walk with friends and
drink aromatic coffee!

Discover a new place!

Arrange a photo shoot with
flowers!

Start a business that is
waiting for its moment!

Go somewhere for the
weekend!

Spend more time outdoors!

Make new friends!

Visit the exhibition!

Go in for sports!

  This is just a small list of things that
you can certainly add to! We all have a
dream, and now is the time to fulfill it!
Everything is blooming, let your life
sparkle with bright colors, and every
moment will be full of joy!

Inspiration! Happiness! Love!



ARMENIA

8TH MARCH IN
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

  After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
Armenia stopped celebrating
International Women's Day, and instead
approved Motherhood and Beauty Day –
April 7.

ITALY

  March 8 is not considered a day off here, so it will be
possible to celebrate only after a working day, and the
beautiful half of humanity celebrates it without men,
in their own companies in restaurants or cafes. By the
way, in Rome, women on this day can watch a male
striptease for free.

  This is an ordinary working day, and the
holiday has not become a national tradition like
ours.

BULGARIA

BELARUS

  As locals say, the holiday of March 8 begins on the
evening of the seventh. All the women of Belarus are
waiting for flowers and, of course, congratulations on
March 8.

TURKMENISTAN

  According to the order of President Gurbanguly
Berdimuhamedov, on March 8, women of
Turkmenistan are given $11 each.



UGANDA

  On this holiday, women wear a lot of jewelry,
arrange dances and have the opportunity to finally
forget about their problems. All kinds of concerts
and festivals are held in Uganda, which form a
single "Janjoba" program.

INDIA

  Serbia also has Mother's Day. It is celebrated at
Christmas. Children jokingly tie their mother's
hands. For the release, she must give them gifts
prepared since the evening.

  In India, a holiday similar to our
Women's Day is celebrated in early
October. It lasts for 10 days, and is
called in honor of the ten-armed
goddess Durga Puja.

FRANCE AND
SWEDEN

SERBIA

  In France and Sweden, Women's
Day is celebrated with the sale of
handkerchiefs and flowers. The
proceeds are donated to the funds
of the heroine mothers so that they
can go on vacation.

by Khusainova E.



  Spring is a little new life that we
start after a cold long winter. 

1. Thorough cleaning

 To start a new life, you need to get rid of the
old one. Thorough cleaning of the house will
help in this matter. Throw away 7
unnecessary things on Saturdays. When
buying a new item, get rid of the old one. So
you will update your wardrobe and put it in
order.

2. Yoga

 Yoga is one of the best cheap hobbies to
consider, because it doesn’t take much to get
started, and it results in a ton of mental and
physical benefits. All you need is comfortable
clothing and a yoga mat! And spring is the
perfect time to get outside and enjoy the fresh
air and sunshine as you breathe, relax, and
focus on positive thoughts.

 Whether you’re putting
your spring activity
calendar together now, or
you’re simply daydreaming
about something to look
forward to after the chilliest
and darkest days of winter,
it’s never a bad idea to plan
ahead. 

HOW NOT TO MISS THE
SPRING?

  Spring is walking at night, entertainment,
new acquaintances, adventures, travel,
exciting turns in life, even passion,
emotions and love. 

  SO…WHAT CAN YOU DO IN THE SPRING TO GET A LOT
OF POSITIVE, UNFORGETTABLE AND HAPPY
IMPRESSIONS FROM IT?

Spring

http://takelessons.com/blog/yoga-for-beginners


3. Plant a Garden

  Gardening is a typical spring activity because
spring is an ideal time to plant things or start
your garden. Make sure to do your research
about the best plants to plant in springtime
and how much sun and rain each plant needs.
  If tending to a garden outside isn’t your thing,
then consider making an indoor garden. You
can grow spices, herbs, or decorative plants
from inside.
  P.S. this is a good way to please mom when
she is preparing for the new gardening season.

4. Take a Pottery Class

  Spring can be a great time to take up a new
hobby or try a class. Whether you want to try
it out on your own, for date night, or bring
your friends along, learning about pottery can
be a fun and rewarding experience.

5. Try a new hobby

 With longer days and warmer weather,
spring is a great time to try something new.
Whether it's drawing, gardening or learning a
new sport.
  P.S. Taking up a new hobby can help boost
self-esteem and self-confidence as we acquire
new skills and develop new interests.

by Rashitova I.



THE SECRET OF SUCCESS
AT "THE STUDENT’S

SPRING – 2023"
ARE YOU A “STUDENT SPRING”

PARTICIPANT? 

ARE YOU USED TO THE FACT
THAT EVERYTHING SHOULD BE

PERFECT AND THOUGHT OUT TO
THE SMALLEST DETAIL? 

OR MAYBE YOU ARE
LEADER OF THE CONCERT

NUMBER?

 Not everyone knows the most real and effective ways to achieve
success at the “Student’s Spring”...

  That’s why we want to share a couple of effective ways with you!

 THAT'S CLEARLY NOT THE CASE...

KILINA
ANASTASIA

the art director of the Faculty of
Philology and Cross-cultural

Communications

By the way, speaking about the script… Did you know that it
is desirable to write it just the day before the performance?
Of course, you can listen to the leaders of the concert
numbers, but you need to do everything exactly the
opposite, but in general ... you already know everything
yourself, don’t you?
Look for a soundman at the last moment (preferably the day
before the performance)
Be sure to tell all your friends about what will happen at the
concert, because they will not be interested in it at all.



You shouldn't come to rehearsals on time. You don't want to
let everyone down, do you?
It isn’t necessary to learn the text because improvisation is
our everything!
If you’re singing, you don’t have to get into a rhythm.
And you don’t have to respect the other members of the
concert numbers.

TISHINA NATALYA
head writer, head of the “Journalism”

sector

As you can guess, script-writing is a kind of imaginative art,
so it's worth spending all of your time watching movies and
TV shows - more references are needed!
If you write down your name on a script from the Internet,
then this script automatically becomes yours.

GORSHKOV
DANIIL

head of the “The theater of little forms
nomination”, KVN

SHAIKHIYEVA
ALIVIYA

head of the “Vocals” sector

Advice for vocalists: you can sing at random, and also not fall
into tune. The main thing is that your soul sings.



Break a leg and luck will not leave you until the end of the
“Student’s Spring” festival.
Dancers, don’t wear shorts under your skirt!

BELYAVSKAYA
ANNA

head of the “Original Genre” sector,
Pantomime

Remember: you need to perform only for the sake of diploma
for the ? (increased/merit) scholarship!
Don’t smile during the performance! Otherwise, all your
friends will think that you lost your mind...
Leaders of the concert numbers are narrow-minded people,
so you don’t have to listen to their advice at all. 
Do you need costumes for the performance? No, in general, it
is possible to perform in pajamas.
Do not hurry to prepare for the festival, you have a lot of time,
everything can be done in a day.

SHARIPOVA
ZALINA

head of the “Pop dance” sector 

MULLAKAEVA
ELVINA

head of the “Folk dance” sector
 

Forget the existence of double-
periods!
Attend only 1 rehearsal of 20!



GALIEVA
KAMILLA

head of the “Original Genre” sector,
Sign-singing

 
 

Do not repeat the gestures additionally, it is better to forget
everything and improvise!
Dress better combines with sneakers!
Do not find out when you perform, the stage is at your
disposal the whole concert!

WE HOPE THESE TIPS WILL HELP YOU TO PREPARE FOR THIS GREAT
EVENT IN THE FUTURE!

WE WISH YOU ALL SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCES!

by Shaverskaya D.

The Faculty of Philology
and Cross-cultural

Communications is THE
BEST



ST. PATRICK'S DAY IN NEW
YORK: HOW IT WAS 250

YEARS AGO AND HOW IT IS
NOW?

Who is Saint Patrick?

  Saint Patrick, who was born in Britain to a
Christian family of Roman citizenship at the
end of the 4th century, was one of the most
successful Christian missionaries in history. at
the age of 16 he was taken prisoner by a group
of Irish raiders who attacked his family's
property. They took him to Ireland and he
spent six years in captivity before fleeing back
to Britain. Believing he was called by God to
Christianize Ireland, he joined the Catholic
Church and studied for 15 years before being
consecrated as the church's second missionary
in Ireland. Patrick began his mission in Ireland
in 432, and by his death in 461 the island was
almost entirely Christian.

What was St. Patrick's Day like in the
beginning?

 It is claimed that it was not held as a parade,
but as a breakfast at the Crown and Thistle Inn
on Whitehall Street. Then, in 1779, the annual
breakfast became a pageant in which "400
Irish volunteers marched behind a British
party from Lower Broadway to the Bowery
Tavern".

How is it happening now?

 St. Patrick's Day is not considered an official
holiday, trains and shops operate according to
the usual schedule. Every year in New York on
March 17, the world's largest parade in honor
of St. Patrick takes place. It starts at 11:00 and
ends around 17:00. If the holiday falls on a
Sunday, the parade is moved to Saturday.

 The city turns into a huge party with
unlimited beer and food. Even Americans who
have nothing to do with Irish culture take to
the streets to celebrate this fun holiday. The
green color prevails on the streets, sometimes
even the food that is sold here is tinted green.
Don't miss green bagels and green beer! On
this day, the Empire State Building is
illuminated in green.

 Even after the end of the parade, people
continue to walk the streets and have fun in
different cafes (for example, on Second
Avenue). Most bars on the Upper East Side are
packed until close. Get ready to walk all night
long!

What to do on St. Patrick's Day?

  If you're looking for a place to celebrate St.
Patrick's Day with a few pints of Guinness,
head to Murray Hill on Manhattan's east side.
There are several Irish bars within walking
distance of each other. Go to McSorley's Old
Ale House, Fitzgeralds and Paddy Reilly's
Music Bar, for example. If you want to grab a
bite to eat, there are also plenty of Indian
restaurants in the area.

by Zinova Ya.



  The movie tells us about a romance between a
man and his operating system. How many
dissimilarities are there and is it all even worth
it?

CAN A FILM CHANGE YOUR
PERCEPTION OF LOVE?

  A story about two people in relationship who
decided to erase each other from their memory.
But little did they know what our hearts still
remember.

  Love is the only thing that can be discussed forever because it is so
controversial for everyone. Your perception of a romantic relationship
may differ from that of other people. This is what is beautiful about this
feeling, we can experience different types of it throughout our lives. 

I WONDER WHAT ART CONSIDERS LOVE?

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind 

Her
 

Vicky Cristina Barcelona
 

  Two girls on their vacation fall for a painter. It
all escalates when his ex-wife also gets in the
picture. Can one be in a relationship with
several people? 



 This love story is about a broke boy who bets
for money to win over a very demanding girl.
But he soon starts to realize that it has nothing
to do with money.

  This film shows us a person who reincarnates
into different people every day. He falls in love
with a girl while being in her boyfriend’s body
and feels that it’s mutual.

  A guy who got out of jail and wants to prove to
his family he has a girlfriend. He kidnaps a girl
who later falls in love with him and tries to fix a
broken person. 

Buffalo ‘66 
 

10 Reasons I Hate You
 

Every Day
 

by Mamalimova Ay.


